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Abstract 

A context-aware system provides services based on the current context of the 

environment and user activities. So, context management and reasoning in context-aware 

systems are important tasks. A formal context model based on ontology can play a vital 

role in facilitating reasoning by formally representing domain knowledge. This paper 

presents an ontology-based reusable generic context model for context-aware systems. 

This model provides a context vocabulary and structure for contexts and their semantics 

which are essential for reasoning. We evaluate the effectiveness of this model for both 

ontology and rule-based reasoning in the smart home domain and the result we obtain is 

promising. 
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1. Introduction 

A context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of entities 

that are considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including 

the user and the application themselves [1]. To make high-level contexts semantically, 

context reasoning is required. Context reasoning means to automatically deduce further 

implicit facts from previously given explicit context information. In fact, ontology-based 

context modeling could help reasoning using logic inferring rules. 

Context modeling is the specification of all entities and the relations between these 

entities that are needed to describe the context as a whole. In this paper, we adopt 

ontology-based context modeling. Where ontology [2] is a formal explicit definition of a 

shared conceptualization and has many benefits such as knowledge sharing, logic 

inference, and knowledge reuse. The main benefit of this model is that it enables a formal 

analysis of domain knowledge such as performing context reasoning using first order 

predicate calculus. 

There are many ontology languages such as RDF(S), OIL, DAML+OIL and OWL. 

OWL [3] is divided into three languages- OWL Lite, OWL DL, and OWL full. We adopt 

OWLDL to represent context ontology which is sufficient to describe the necessary 

context. 

Some researchers have constructed ontologies for contexts in a specific domain to 

reach the goals of knowledge sharing across distributed systems. In Ref. [4] authors 

introduced extensible context ontology (CONON) for pervasive computing environments. 

CONON defines four basic concepts of Activity, Location, Person, and ComEntity. The 

environment and time concepts are not defined. COBRA, proposed by Chen et al. [5], 

uses ontology to describe person, places, and intentions. COBRA does not have any 

general or upper level ontology, so it would be difficult to ensure knowledge reuse and 

knowledge sharing. Most of the researchers represent ontology-based context modeling 

for inferring personalized service in pervasive environment but these models are not 

adjustable for extended domains. Obviously, our proposed two-leveled ontology model 
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provides a reusable generic structure and facilitates context reasoning. Our case study 

shows that this model is sufficiently expressive to satisfy required queries that relate to 

smart home services. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, ontology-based context 

model for the smart home domain is presented in details. In section 3, context 

managements and reasoning methods are discussed and finally in section 4, we conclude 

this paper and indicate future plan. 

 

2. Context Model for the Smart Home Domain 

We propose a two-leveled ontology model for contextual information: an upper level 

and lower level ontology. The upper ontology provides definitions for general-purpose 

terms and acts as a foundation for specific domain ontology. The lower ontology, on the 

other hand, provides domain specific knowledge to context-aware applications as Figure 1 

shows. 

 

 

Figure 1. Ontology Levels Where Concepts In The Inner Part Represent 
Upper Level Or General Ontology, And Concepts In The Outer Part 

Represent Lower Level Or Domain Specific Ontology 

 In our model, we categorize context entities mainly into person, device, space, 

environment, and time classes which establish the upper ontology. This 

classification is important in our context modeling process where context 

representation depends on these entities and the relationships created between them. 

Although we can easily reuse this model in different domains such as office, 

classroom, or car, for simplicity we will describe this model by taking the smart 

domain as an example. However, each class may be divided into several sub-classes. 

For example, space emphasizes the spatial aspects of a domain. Space has two sub -

classes, Inner space and outside. Again, the inner spaces of our smart home are 

divided into room, kitchen, and entry, and represent a lower ontology for the home 

domain. Furthermore, room is divided into bedroom, living room, bathroom, and 

storage room. We define the necessary object properties such as hasLocation, 

hasEnvironment and so on which present the relationships between classes. We 

define some inverse properties e.g., isLocationOf is an inverse property of 

hasLocation. Figures 2 and 3 shows a partial ontology of our context model written 

under the Protégé editor and owl syntax definition of the domain context 

respectively 
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Figure 2. A Part Of The Domain Ontology Where Brown Ellipses Represent 
General Ontology And White Ellipses Represent Smart Home Domain 

Ontology 

 

Figure 3. Shows A Part Of The Context Definition Using Owl Syntax 

Our context model is semantically rich enough to properly describe concepts, 

concept hierarchies and their relationships. So, this model can help to expand 

further knowledge from existing knowledge. For example, Figure 4 illustrates a 

detected person, Mr. Hong, who is a FamilyMember, his location is MasterBed 

where BedPressure sensor is ON and there is no motion. Using this information, a 

reasoner can deduce that Mr. Hong’s current activity is sleeping, as Eq. (1) shows.  

In our model, we represent contexts based on first-order predicate calculus where 

predicate and value represent a context of the subject with respect to a specific 

property. The basic model has the form predicate(subject, value) or 

predicate(subject), in which the subject is a set of subject names (e.g., a person, 

space, or device), predicate is a set of predicate names (e.g., haslocation, hasStatus) 

and value is the set of all values of subjects (e.g., living room, on, false). For 

example, haslocation(MrHong, bathroom) means that Mr. Hong is located in the 

bathroom. 
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Figure 4. A Part Of Ontology That Shows The Deduced Activity Is Sleeping  

3. Context Reasoning 

Reasoning is a process to reason about various types of contexts and their properties. 

For our developed middleware [6], we use this context model where two types of 

reasoning methods are adopted: ontology reasoning, and user-defined rule-based 

reasoning. Figure 5 shows an overview of our context processing model. 

 

3.1. Ontology Reasoning 

The ontology reasoning is responsible for checking class consistency and the 

implied relationships among entities. Ontology reasoning is useful to compute 

subsumption. Moreover, our smart home implementation uses ontology as a 

provider of domain context vocabularies and implies relationships between 

concepts. 

 

3.2. Rule-based reasoning 

The need for reasoning arises because not all contexts can be gathered from sensed 

information. For rule-based reasoning, we define a set of rules to assert high-level context 

from low-level context. Equation (1) shows a rule to deduce a person’s current status. 

This reasoning is provided by the specially designed Reasoning Engine, shown in Figure 

5, using forward chaining algorithm.  

Person(?x)˄BedRoom(?y)˄PIR(?r)˄BedPressure(?p)˄hasLocation(?x,?y)˄isPosition

Of 

(?y,?r)˄isPositionOf(?y,?p)˄hasMotion(?r,false)˄hasStatus(?p,ON)→engagedIn(?x,Slee

ping)                                                                                       …… …….  (1) 

Although our experimental result shows that the reasoning delay increases when 

the no. of contexts or rule set increases, by analyzing the domain contexts and rule 

set, we can conclude that this model is quite promising in the smart home domain 

for non-time-critical applications. 

 

 

Figure 5. A Context Management And Reasoning Model 
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4. Conclusions  

In this research work, we represent a generic context model based on ontology and 

reasoning technique with implementation in the smart home domain. This model is 

sufficiently expressive to satisfy required queries about the smart home context. However, 

there is scope to improve this model through integrating statistical method for uncertain 

context reasoning. 
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